Ford edge interior

It also gets all the bells and whistles in terms of features too. With many more nifty additions in
the interior, can this midsize SUV compete with the likes of Mazda CX-9 , Nissan Murano , and
Jeep Grand Cherokee , and come out as the best of the lot? Find out more in this
comprehensive interior review of the Ford Edge. The noise cancellation works pretty well to
eliminate road noise, and the car's spaciousness is highly appreciable too. Dual-zone climate
control is standard on all trims and with chrome finishes and silver accents splintered
throughout the cabin, the looks are upheld quite well. With the higher trims , you get a heated
and leather-wrapped steering wheel, power-adjustable seats, wireless charging, and many more
features to make it an ultimate tool for the freeways. The front seats are adorned in leather and
offer excellent comfort while traveling. Both the seats are aggressively bolstered and hold the
occupants in place too. There are ample legroom and headroom on offer as well. The Ford Edge
offers the most spacious cabin for the midsize SUV segment with best in class headroom,
shoulder room, and legroom. Both the Nissan Murano and Jeep Grand Cherokee came out with
a lower space on offer for both the front and rear seats. The Ford Edge also gets many
additional interior features to aid for a better traveling experience. Some of these features are
mentioned below:. The Nissan Murano offers a well-built interior. This is a very fluid system with
excellent touch sensitivity and smooth animations. There are also no frame drop or stutters
anywhere. Along with that, the screen is punchy with great viewing angles and high brightness
level as well. The audio is handled by an excellent 9-speaker audio system that showcases
punchy low-end frequency output without compromising on the high-frequency notes. There is
also an optional speaker Bang and Olufsen audio system, which could be termed as the best
audio system for the segment. Some of the interior and infotainment system features on offer
with the Ford Edge are mentioned below:. Open the trunk with the press of a button and you
would be greeted with a humongous boot capacity, that could easily store all the stuff for a
week-long road trip for five passengers. There are also some nifty spaces inside the trunk, like
the storage area in the side bulkhead, which could accommodate small knickknacks with ease.
The under boot cargo storage is present as well. The loading lip is quite low, and that makes for
easy loading and unloading of the cargo without any issues. With the rear seats in position, the
Ford Edge gives out a cargo capacity of However, with the seats folded down, the capacity
could be increased further to The cargo capacity offered by the Ford Edge is the highest of the
segment, which is closely followed by the Jeep Grand Cherokee and Nissan Murano with
However, the Mazda CX-9 gave out a lower Apart from the ample storage and space on offer, the
Ford Edge is also quite opulent and premium when it comes to the cabin. Sure, it does not have
the fit and finish of the more expensive Mazda CX-9 , however, if you are ready to overlook that,
the Ford Edge is quite a compelling proposition in the midsize SUV segment. Both the Titanium
and ST-Line trim of the Ford Edge gets a plethora of safety and cabin features making it one of
the most feature-rich cars in the midsize SUV segment. However, the SEL trim manages to
strike a perfect balance between price and features. The Ford Edge has got supple seats for
both the front and rear, and that contributes to incredible comfort even during those long
drives. The cabin gets all the features to enhance the comfort like a moonroof, dual-zone
automatic climate control air conditioning system, heated and ventilated seats, and
leather-wrapped upholstery too. The headroom, legroom, and shoulder room are quite
sensational in comparison to the rivals and will never pose a problem even for five passengers
onboard. Pre-owned cars do make a lot of sense. Going in for a pre-owned Ford Edge could
potentially save you a lot of money as the previous owner would have taken the hit in terms of
depreciation. If you are interested in checking out the used Ford Edge, do check out our used
car section , which houses cars from all over the United States. We have a certified pre-owned
section as well for extra peace of mind. The interior is well designed and is very roomy. I really
like hard buttons, which makes it much easier to use controls. This is no Lincoln but the interior
is pretty good. It is comfortable and spacious, not the best looking though. And not the quietest
either but turn the volume up and let road noise fade into the background. The only thing I know
is the interior is comfortable and has plenty of space with good headroom and legroom. I don?
Read all Reviews. This is my favorite vehicle! I wish they had the same features in the newer
vehicles. I am looking for a car with 7 seats now. I call this a car because it rides and drives like
one. It doesn? It is very easy to maneuver in cities. Looking for a fun SUV that is also a family
hauler to the core. Well, look no further. Ford Edge is the perfect vehicle for you! Sounds like a
Ford commercial but it is not. It has been nothing but impressive. I had my doubt but to my
surprise, I could have not been more wrong. Ford has finally made a worthy SUV. It is
everything I wanted. Good driver, comfortable ride, and safe. Sharma Automotive Journalist. SE
4dr SUV 2. Ford Edge gap Pros - The gap, leather seats, touch screen, good gas mileage, what?
Cons - I wish they have a gap in all vehicles. JC Jordan B. Love this car except for one thing
Pros - Comfortable, fuel efficiency, spacious Cons - Looks, road noise. MS Mark J. Everything I

wanted but at a cost Pros - Style, driving dynamics, reliability Cons - High maintenance. Similar
Cars. Top User Reviews With most mid-size SUVs going big with three-row layouts, the Ford
Edge is among a rarer group that prioritizes two-row comfort over maximum people-hauling.
Most Edge models are powered by a turbocharged four-cylinder engine but the sportier ST
model gets a punchy twin-turbo V-6 with horsepower that can leave most rivals in the dust. The
Edge's cabin is quiet and comfortable for four adults but is starting to look a little dated.
Luckily, an infotainment update for has provided a much larger display and Ford's latest Sync 4
operating system. A host of driver-assistance features is also standard, including lane-keeping
assist and automated emergency braking. The entire Edge lineup receives new wheel designs,
and two new gray colors join the palette. All models also receive acoustic-laminated glass on
the front side windows for extra sound deadening as well as standard rear parking sensors. The
infotainment system gets upgraded to the Sync 4 interface and gains a inch display. The
top-level ST model adds a six-way power-adjustable passenger's seat and a heated steering
wheel as standard. While the ST model's boosted V-6 power sounds enticing, its price is
anything but. We'd compromise by going with the mid-range SEL model with the turbocharged
four-cylinder. Moving up from the SE to the SEL adds plenty of features to warrant the increase
in price, including a leather-wrapped steering wheel, an auto-dimming rear-view mirror, a
partially-digital gauge display, a nine-speaker stereo system, heated front seats with a six-way
power-adjustable passenger's seat, LED fog lamps, heated exterior mirrors, body-colored mirror
caps, chrome exterior trim, and roof rails. The base turbocharged four-cylinder makes
horsepower and, despite its casual acceleration, should provide adequate power for most
customers. If you're looking for an SUV that can keep pace with a Volkswagen Golf GTI from
zero to 60 mphâ€”and quite a few other zippy cars as wellâ€”check the box for the Edge ST,
which gets a hp twin-turbocharged 2. It's not as light on its feet as the athletic Mazda CX-9
â€”our benchmark for crossover handlingâ€”but the Edge is reasonably enjoyable to drive and
provides reassuring stability in corners; its steering is nicely weighted, if not particularly
communicative, and its ride is comfortable over imperfect road surfaces. Four-cylinder models
are rated by the EPA for up to 29 mpg highway and even the sporty ST model managed to earn a
mpg highway rating. We haven't tested the four-cylinder with its new eight-speed automatic yet,
but on our mile highway fuel-economy loop the ST managed 25 mpg, just 1 mpg short of its
promise. Plenty spacious for four adults, the Edge's cabin is a comfortable place for a commute
or a road trip. Materials throughout the cabin are nicely chosen, but panel fit and finish could be
better; we noticed a few misaligned dashboard pieces in our test vehicle. Otherwise, the interior
design is simple and understated, with plenty of room for people and cargo. If putting junk in
the trunk is important to you, the two-row-crossover segment is a great enabler. With the rear
seats folded, the Edge accommodated 29 of our carry-on suitcases. Its competitors are all
closely matched in cargo room, but the Edge's thoughtful storage cubbies and slightly roomier
cabin might seal the deal. For , all Edge models come with Ford's latest Sync 4A software
interface with a large Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are both standard and can work through
a wireless connection; Ford also offers a Wi-Fi hotspot on all Edge models but in-dash
navigation remains an optional feature. Driver-assistance features are now more accessible;
some featuresâ€”including automated emergency braking, lane-keeping assist, and blind-spot
monitoringâ€”are now standard. Key safety features include:. There's nothing edgy about the
Edge's warranty coverageâ€”it's strictly average for the segment, with nothing to help it stand
out to consumers. Displacement cu in, cc Power hp rpm Torque lb-ft rpm. More Features and
Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on
the Ford Edge. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Ford. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Ford
Edge Features and Specs Year Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain All Wheel. Engine Order Code Fuel
System Gasoline Direct Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling
System Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code Number of Transmission Speeds 8. First
Gear Ratio :1 4. Second Gear Ratio :1 3. Third Gear Ratio :1 3. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear
Ratio :1 1. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 1. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 0. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio
:1 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior
Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches
Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches NA.
Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head
Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches
Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room
inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Width Between
Wheelhousings inches Cargo Bed Height inches Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1
NA. Turns, lock to lock NA. Front Suspension Type Strut. Rear Suspension Type Multi-Link.

Brake Type 4-Wheel Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x
thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width
inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 18 X 8. Front Wheel Material Aluminum.
Rear Wheel Size inches 18 X 8. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches NA.
Spare Wheel Material NA. Spare Tire Size NA. Maximum Towing Capacity pounds Maximum
Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds
Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Total Option Weight
pounds 0. Maximum Payload Capacity pounds NA. Curb Weight NA. Maximum Alternator
Capacity amps NA. Engine: Twin-Scroll 2. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. The Ford Edge has done well for the Blue Oval over the years. The midsize SUV
brought refinement and versatility to the segment however, despite featuring a fair amount of
technology, large portions of its interior design were lacking. For , Ford addresses this
shortcoming in a grandiose way. For , all Ford Edge SUVs will be fitted with a standard inch
touchscreen display, the largest in the segment. And with SYNC 4A with over-the-air updates,
customers can get the latest tech and services from Ford at any time â€” no dealership visit
required. Wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto connectivity will also be part of the
package, as will cloud connectivity combines conversational voice recognition with the power
of internet-based search results. New interior and exterior colours will also be available
including a Ceramic interior option and Carbonized Gray and Lithium Gray exterior hues. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Motor Illustrated. Matt St-Pierre.
October 28, As is a segment-leading inch touchscreen display. Ford Co-Pilot driver-assist
features are also standard. Trending Now. It retains the services of the naturally-aspirated 4.
This is the closest Read more. Compact crossover gets larger, new electrified models Adds
improved driver assistance features Nissan has just revealed an all-new Qashqai in Europe, the
third generation The Mitsubishi Outlander is wider and more spacious than before. The biggest
losers were Genesis and Lincoln. The biggest winners were Honda and BMW. Only two
American brands are in the Top Reasons cited include battery fires which are difficult to
extinguish. These fires can cause extensive damages to the surrounding structure. This story
raises a Life is beautiful. Send Matt an emai. Paramedic's vehicle trashed in pileup, driver
helped others before himself Other arriving first responders unaware driver was victim in crash
A Texas paramedic went The Cherokee Nation says it's time for Jeep to put a new nameplate on
its crossovers, according to a new report. While the two GM expects to have recall fix for
possible fire risk in April Says batteries use different separators than troubled Hyundai cells
Following a story Trucks can help power a house in an outage Up to 7, watts from hybrid pickup
Ford's Powerboost hybrid pickups and their on-board electrical The Corolla is the best-selling
car in history. In alone, almost 1. The most expensive Corollas are sold Please enter your
comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Motor
Illustrated is all about cars. We want to inform consumers about the latest automotive news,
and hopefully provide them with the info they need when buying a new or pre-owned car. We
also tend to be pretty opinionated. Agency NetMedia Contact us: info netmedia Having said that,
their expense is undoubtedly a little more significant. Although, for your additional money,
customers will receive a completely different car. The newest Ford Edge has a particular
treating this indoor plus outside. A lot of distinctive components and look bundles could make
the idea a lot more extreme. As we create comparing Ford Edge as opposed to Titanium, we will
have almost all benefits, such as fuel consumption. Specifications of the more highly-priced
type will likely cause it to operate more quickly to 60 miles per hour. Launch day in addition to
the amount in the Edge remains unidentified because the release to get is clean. The very last
model from the crossover developed unique up-dates regarding SEL toned point. Exclusive
Sport look plan created the following release nearer to the higher sibling. Currently, we can
quickly discover a thing very similar for brand new Ford Edge. Along with it, in general, design
can make the idea more attractive plus eye-catching. Several of the one of a kind particulars on
this Ford Edge external will be grille plus typical in. Magnet encircles and even black colour
tone to get grille are exceptional regarding Edge. Tailpipe hints jump out by using an exclusive,
two-design and style. That Ford Edge gives you quite a bit featuring its foundation unit.
However, precise renovations could make them specific. We can talk about it with regards to the
SUV of some other selection. However, overall, that Sport still is a component of Edge loved
ones. The apparatus we will uncover it comes with an upgrade through the regular supply
intended for additional toned amounts, as well as Titanium. Hence, these Sync3 product is
conventionally listed here, twin-region weather conditions utilising auto temp, and also
background LEDs could make an entirely unique effect. Foundation designs of the actual Edge

crossover are employing several of-tube motors. Regarding Edge any 2. Most of the ability
undergoes a half a dozen-rate auto gearbox. These better transmission is going to raise the
velocity. While the 2. That Ford Edge produces the surface of the selection produces. Utilising
horsepower in addition to lb-feet of torque , few other editions might take on them. On the other
hand, the price tag pays to employ worse yet fuel consumption. Within the structure version,
this SUV earnings 24 miles per gallon blended, while the Sport can do far better than the
possible with a freeway. Likewise, the actual exclusive type is not really presently there to carry
a great deal. Skip to content. About Author Katy. March 19, 6, Views. In the burgeoning mid-size,
two-row crossover segment, the aging Ford Edge remains a sharp contender, with a quiet cabin
and lots of standard features. The interior looks a bit long in the tooth, but the seats are cushy
and the cabin is hushed, with enough space to comfortably contain four adults. This design
could have two series of seats, that can give plenty of room for travellers and travel luggage.
We hope this website can help satisfy your search. All trim levels are treated to dual-zone
climate control, an 8. Materials throughout the cabin are nicely chosen, but panel fit and finish
could be better; we noticed a few misaligned dashboard pieces in our test vehicle. Otherwise,
the interior design is simple and understated, with plenty of room for people and cargo. If
putting junk in the trunk is important to you, the two-row-crossover segment is a great enabler.
With the rear seats folded, the Edge accommodated 29 of our carry-on suitcases.
Leather-trimmed seating surfaces and a way power passenger seat are available on the
Titanium and ST, but the ST comes with Miko microfiber seat inserts. Cooled seats are available
in some packages like the new-for Titanium Elite with black and brown leather seating. A
central, analog-style speedometer gauge is surrounded by two configurable 4. With the
second-row bench upright, cargo volume is The all-new Ford Edge will also get numerous
refreshments from the inside. This SUV will get more high-quality materials and comfort is
better as a result. Knowing that Blue Oval will introduce new upholstery and additional
soft-touch materials. Edge model is a perfect family vehicle for various reasons. The interior
room is generous and the cargo area is ample. However, the interior layout will largely remain.
Ford will deliver more driver-assistance and safety systems. However, all of the new systems
are optional. Stepping up to the SEL adds a lot more connectivity, as it includes an 8. Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto also make their way into the mix with this package and add another
layer of connectivity. A Wi-Fi hotspot is standard across the rangeâ€”a new feature for For , this
SUV will offer eight exterior paints. Those two options are perhaps the most popular choices
among the customers. Finally, Edge comes with White Platinum exterior paint. The Ford Edge
received some slight changes for While there are no differences mechanically, the Edge now
has dual-zone automatic climate control standard. Other changes for include doing away with
the auto-dimming rearview mirror, as well as adding six paint colors and deleting three others.
The greatest change to the new Edge, however, is on the Titanium trim, where Ford offers a new
package called the Titanium Elitee. Four-cylinder models are rated by the EPA for up to 29 mpg
highway and even the sporty ST model managed to earn a mpg highway rating.
Driver-assistance features are now more accessible; some featuresâ€”including automated
emergency braking, lane-keeping assist, and blind-spot monitoringâ€”are now standard. Key
safety features include:. The base turbocharged four-cylinder makes horsepower and, despite
its casual acceleration, should provide adequate power for most customers. The same two
EcoBoost engines are available for the Ford Edge. The 2. All Ford Edges come with an
eight-speed automatic transmission and an electronic shift knob. The ST can also be optioned
with a performance brake package that includes front and rear vented discs, red calipers, better
engine cooling, summer tires and performance brake pads. The EPA-estimat
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ed fuel economy for the front-wheel-drive Edge is 24 mpg combined, while the all-wheel-drive
Edge and Edge ST are rated at 23 mpg combined and 21 mpg combined, respectively. The
interface is also compatible with Amazon Alexa and Waze information that connects through the
Sync 3 AppLink mobile companion application. The suite includes automatic high beams,
blind-spot warning with cross-traffic alert, lane-keeping assistance, forward collision warning
and automatic emergency braking with pedestrian detection. A foot-activated liftgate, wireless
charging pad and remote start system are part of an optional convenience package on the SE
and SEL, but standard on the Titanium and ST models. But you can also bundle this option in
with features like evasive steering and parking assistance. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Table
of Contents:. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

